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The Groat Russian writer Maxim Gorky wrote:

"Children should not be for us merely objects of

tedious cares and na3.ve family joys. They are people

who have much to achieve in the future and for this we

Laxst prepare them thoroughly."

The nation's hope and the country's future, tbey

will be that we shall make of then by labour ane

ledge of life, by word and our own example, by oux expe-

rience, our thoughts and our books.

In the USSR the 'development of children's litera-

ture and library work with the children is of paramount

importance. The Soviet government recards the bock as

a powerful weapon 141 instilling in the Growing vnera-

tio.1 a raterialistio outlook, ath'Antic approach, devo-

tion to their n')cialist country, faith in comnuaist

ideas and proletarian internationalism And a high esteem

for abou-o. parrloctives of the development of

literature c;:l librarianship aza doternined

by the c'.oisor k). ffIrt;" and state authorities .1

W:0 the sube...t- t) di ;scion at vviters' con6resses

u .,e2sions of the 'ASH Academy of

the Pedt6oGick,1 !:ciencen. The Lenin and the State prizes

are awarded to authors of childreus' books. Many writers

of literature for children and children's librarians

have received state awards.

The theory and critical review of children literature

are developing successfully in the country. 'orks which
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deal with thu trends of development of childron's lite-

rature, its history, most important types and genres, the

creative work of clip boot writors of childreWsliLerature

have been published. Tho course on children's litera-

ture (Russian, Oovict, people's of the u3SR and foreign)

in beinr road at all the secondary and higher library

and pedagogical institutions. quite a number of dis-

sertations dealing with children's literature are main-

tained annually in univervitiee, institutes of culture

end pedagogical institutes.

The direction and the content of research in the

field of childreASliterature in subject for discuseion

in itonlr, therefore, wo shall concentrate on the

pr.olems of library work with children.

Reading in one of the MO3l important aspects of

man's spiritual Hie. A book read in childhood leaven

Ito indelible mirk for life. Guiding children in their

reading is a syntel of cooperation of the librarian, the

reader and the book which is a component of the entire

process of education and of purposeful and planned

shaping of the child's personality. Reading guidance

is accomplished by the body of teachers in the process

of school studies and aotivitien outside school, Read-

ing interests are also influenced by life, featly and

Pioneer °realisation. But the central and organising

role in this work is alicAd to school and public libra-

ries which are frequented by school children and by

children of preschool ago (beginning with six-year olds).



Thore are over 166,000 school libraries in our

country; nearly 6,000 independent children's libraries,

2,000 children's branches in libraries for adults.

Beeidos all rural, trade union libraries and libraries

of other establishments and departments also cater to

children.

We regard library work with children as an organic

part of libravy soienco - a uooial science - oiosely

linked up with many other sciences; psychology, peda-

gogics, sociology, nomography, nietory of literature,

otatistica and so on. A number of institutions and

establishmente in our country conduct research in the

Meld of the library work among children. It is fore

mostly the State Lenin Library of tho USSR which deter-

mines tuo direction of many lines of research conduotei

on a utate-wide scale, develops programmes and methodology

for librariesiand publishes the results of their work,

Libraries pay much attention to the organization of

children's lit,:ary nervices.

The academy of pedagogical sciences and some of its

institutes of aesthetic education, psychology and pre-

school education work on the problems of psychology of

children's rending and the better use of the bJok in

the sliaping of the child's personality.

Department of children's literature and library

work with the children at the institutes of culture,

pedagogical faculties and faculties of children's lite-

rature of universities and pedagogical institutes train
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scientific and pedagogical workers in the field of

children's reading through day and by-correspondance

post-graduate courses, draw teachers and librarians

into research activities, in order to improve their

methodologica) knowledge.

Al) theme dnvatmontn and the Children's Book Houses

conduct regulmr 7,cienttfic and practical conferences,

literary and pedaGogical symposiums at which the results

of research are discussed. The boot soientifio works

are published.

More than 260 therAo detain; with the problems of

childrensli.terate_re, reading and library work among the

children hove 1A:on pub1iLlhed in the last 25 years, and

their authors received degrees and titles, I shall site

en an example a few of the papers on problems of children's

reading and library work with children:

"Education of aesthetic understandirg of notion

in the junior pupils and work with them at childreall-

braries." "RondirT: in out -of- school hours as ono of the

mean of expanding polyteennical Knowledge of the pupils."

"System of home reading in the junior forms."

"Out-of-school reLaing as an instrument of noral

and aesthetic upbringing of the pupils of the 5-8th

fonts."

"Infor ation and bibliographic rork in children

libraries."

"i7ork with the readers in a children's library."

"Guidance of out --of- school ftdit,s of the 5-8

towers."



"The role and place of the school library in the

process of learning and educational work in the secondary

school."

The recently formed regional and republican

children's libraries actively participate in research

aotivitiee. In the "Regulations of the State Republic

Ohildren's Library" approved in 1967 it is stated that

the Library in the republican research centre in the

field of library work with the children, national biblio-

graphy of children's literature and the history of

children's books and that together with the State Lenin

Library, scientific institutions and other republican

children's libraries, it works on theoretical, historical

and practical problems of librarianship in the republic,

prepares and publishes scientific works, oummarizos the

results of scientific research and organizes scientific

conferences and session°.

The "Regulations of the regional and republic (auto-

nomous) children's library" stress the necessity of

active participation in research.

In the work of the above-listed institutions and

establishnente the following basic trends can be singled

out:

1. Research in the sphere of children's reading

guidance, educational work with children at the libraries

including problens connected with studying the interests

and special reatures of children's reading, compiling

and use of the bibliography of children's literature.



2. Reseerch into the field of organizing children's

library service.

Let us dwell in greater detail on certain aspects

of research work. The book cannot be used to its full

advantage in the moulding or pers,,.t without thorough

Knowledge of the personality of a child. That ls why

much attention is paid in our country to the study of

children as potential readers.

The Institute of Children's Reading established

in the first years of Soviet Power initiated a survey

of requirements and interests of children. In the twen-

ties the Institute developed methodological principles

for a number of reasearch activities and studied the

interests and specific features of reading of (Andrea,

workers and peasants.

In later years mush was achieved by publishing

houses and editorial boards of the children's newspapers

and magazines. In the thirties, Maxim Gorky in conneo-

tion with the organisation of the specialized publishing

house of children's literature requested the school-

children in the country to write what they want to read

about and what books they like. In a very short time

he received over two thousand individual and collective

answers which served as the basis for the report on

children's literature at the First All-Union Congress of

the Soviet Wilters hell. in 1934, formed the foundation

for the Publishing Houses's plan of work and were published

in gamin Marshak's article "Children Reply to GoOt."



Today we witnosa a growing interest in prao-

tioally all countries towards studying interests

of young readers and the place of the book among

other mane media in a child's life. Here follow a few

examples of research conduoted in our oountryt The

Lithuanian Republic library after studying the aliite

reading 000upies in a ohild's free time came to the

oonolueion that children spend from 17 to 30 per cleat

of their free time on reading, The House of Children's

Books has published the results of their findings on

the subject/Jo genres, writers and books preferred by

(children of various age groups. Children's libraries

in Leningrad and in some other regions of the Russian

Federation have conducted numerous questionnaires and

have received roplies to the following qlestionet

What do you like to read about? Hams your favourite

writers and books; your favourite hfroes. Why do you

like them? What newspapers and magasinee do you reed?

Recently children's libraries in Moscow have

studied under the supervision of V. Voronete, lecturer

of the children's literature faculty at the Moscow

Institute of Culture, reading of popular soienoelite-

rature by children of 11.12, the subject fields and

the books they are interested in. The material oolleoted

has shown that the interest of schoolchildren for po-

pular 'mince literature has grown considerably as
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compared with 1958 when a similar survey had been

oonduoted. Books on popular soienoe make up from 50

to 45 per cent of the general book circulation of the

libraries. Mostly they are books that have been read

on the recommendation of teachers in conneotion with

the study in school of history, geography and htology.

All children display great interest in books on space

exploration. 71 per. cent of the questioned boys end

52 per cent of the girl° read popular science magazines

because they are inttreated in new dieooveries in

science and technolog.

An rogardo the differences in reading interests

of boys and girls it was discovered that boys were

foremostly interested in technology, radio, model-

making, aviation, navy, phyalos, football, stamps WAle

girls manifested interest in medicine, theatre, bal)et,

books about writers, painters, composers, doctors,

athletics, figure skating.

I shall not dwell at length on tho aepeoto of this

research since you can read about it in the article

by V. Voroneta to be published in the next issue or,

the collection Children's atOfighq91 LOWY Guidt.

Soviet researohers study the process of under-

standing of the book by the reader, the aesthetic in-

terpretation of a book or books written by the sane

author, on the sate theme, of the ease genre and



endeavour to determine the factors influencing reading

and the most effective pedagogical methods and forms

of library work with children,

The results of the work carried out by the Insti-

tute of Pre-school Eduoation of the USSR Academy of

Sciences, a group of scientists beaded by Professor

Zaporozhets and several researchers, Who have thoroughly

studied the problem perception of books by children of

pre-school age have Shown that children can aestheti-

cally grasp not merely the entertaining aspect of the

plot but also the inner meaning of the story and even

its ideological content which is apprehended by them

through artistic images, facts, episodes and details

of the events. Children at this age cannot word

their at'Jitude towards thc story they have read, The

dramatic or comical side of the plot, vivid end poetic

details, puns and lively dialogues ueualll meet with

the child's aesthetic reaction to the book it has read

and this reaction finds expression in their mimiogy,

gestures and exclamations.

The emotions which a boy or a girl experience

together with the hero of a book are particularly

strong at this age. Sympathy towards him leads to the

negation of everything that stands in their hero's way.

Children do not want to be and are unable to be indif-

ferent Bystanders in relction to the events described

in the book, On the contrary, they try to intervene,
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to take the aide of their favourite character and

endeavour to realize the aims of the positive hero

not only in their thought but also by their actions.

For instance they demand that the story be retailored

if they think that the end of it is unjust, spoil

illustrations depioting negative personages.

At the same time it has been found that children

of pre-sohool age can understand the inner world of a

personage, the motives of his actions, the figurative

meaning of words and epivhets only with the help of an

educator or a librarian.

The conclusions reached by researchers proved that

the bcok can be used ia the family for educational pur-

poses, and helped to determine methods of work with

the book in the kindergarten sod the role of educators

and librarians in the guidance of pre-sohool reading.

A child travels a long path in the development of

his attitude towards a work of fiction from the direot

naive participation in the events to more complex forma

of aesthetic apprehension and evaluation of literary

phenomena.

L. Belenkaya, scientific worker of the State Lenin

Library, in her book "The Chigld eta the poor writes

about the results of the survey of aesthetic percep-

tion of works of fiction by 8-9-year-old ohildren.

The .uthor proves that children at this age are quite

capable of aesthetic perception. They form their own



attitude towards the heroes of a book: The beautiful,

the heroic and the comical sides of the book, the

expressive details help the readers grasp the emo-

tional key of the book. Children develop a correct,

if not always motivated, attitude towards heroes, and

situations that deteymine the ideological and artistic

content of a book.

Children of 8 -9 are capable of understanding the

motives of the ,:pro's deeds, his inner world and emo-

tions, In some cases children grasp certain peculiari-

ties of the composition, genre and language of the

book.

In conclusion the authox .says that it is at this

age that an effort should be made to bring up children

as "talented readers" -- bo quote Bamuil Marshak.

The results of a study conducted by the libraries

of the Russian Federation under the guidenoe of tho

faculty of the children's literature and library work

with children at the Leningrad Institute of Culture were

recently published. The object of the study was to

define the attitude of children towards poetry, the

historical novel and the creative work of Arkady Gaidar,

Research into the process of perception of works

of science and fiction by children of 11 and 12, con-

ducted in Azerbaijan has shown that children at this age

are foremostly interested first in the plot and dramatic
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situations. It was only when they become older that

they begin to take interest in scientific hypotheses,

now technical ideas and the life of the people in the

future.

Without exception all the researchers arrived at

the general conclusion that books not merely help children

to acquire now knoledge but also influence the forma-

tion of certain psychological processes; they affect

their attitude towards reality and engender in them new

and higher motives of their activity.

The effect a book has on a child, his ability to

grasp the ideological and artistic content of a book end

his evaluation of it largely depend on social conditions

of his environment and on the level of his education,

This road() it necessary to supplement the psychological

and pedagogical aspect of the study, of reading inte-

rests and habits of children with the sociological

aspect, in other words, by studying cause° and factors

affecting the reading process.

The State Lenin Library is completing a complex

study dealing with the place of the book and the read-

ing in people's life (children included) in small towns.

Various factors which influence book requests of children

of different ages, the formation of motives for this

demand, readers' interests and the criteria of book

evaluation has been the main objects of this study.

The researchers began their study on the assumption
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that the social ties and relations of children differ

from those of adults. The character of social rela-

tions of the growing generation is duals a) contacts

with social reality through adults and b) direct social

contacts and relations within the age group.

By studying the media of a group of children of one

age, as being one of the basic factors influencing the

attitude of children towards books and reading in gene-

ral, the researchers try to find answers to the follow-

ing questionsY what'defines the popularity of certain

books among children and shifts of interest to one book

or another. How to explain the fact that the advice of

their little friends is held to be important and

usually motivates the choice of a book.

In studying the role of the family in forming

children'a reading interests, their attitude towards

the book and reading, the research workers attempt to

determine the extent of this influence on children of

different ages, the ways and means of its expression

and find out whether it differs aeoording to the family's

social and professional status, the educational, finan-

cial and cultural level of the family and to what extent.

The studies conducted in our country concerning

the requirements and specific traits of children's read-

ing and the factors influencing these requirements are

not an end in themselves. They are of value only when

they serve as the basis for revision and definition of

the value of the book for certain age groups and for



compiling selected lists of books for school children,

or if these results help to determine the system of

educational work that should be adopted in children's

libraries and choose tho most effective methods of

furthering the role of the book and the library in the

lives of children and youngsters.

Prominent Soviet psychologist Rubinstein wrote:

"We study the child, teach him,.. and our aim is not to

fix his present stage or level but to help him advance

from this stage to the next."

In our country 000k guidance of children has become

a branch of outsideschool pedagogics. It presupposes

planned and systematic influence of books on children's

collectives and on the individual child with the view

of extending their knowledge, forming their materialis

tic outlook, aesthetic approach inherent to Soviet

patriotism, civil duty and moral makeup. It is the

target of people who are engaged in work with children

to imbibe in every child registered at the children's

library a love for books, the habit for systematic

reading and, familiarize him with the best literature

available which will assist the harmonious development

of his personality and interest in books and reading,

improve his literary taste.

The practice of the library work with children,

scientific research in this field helped map out the

content and the pedagogical principles of the reading

guidance:
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Combination of education and upbringing in a

single process, differentiation of work with children's

congregation and with individual children, organisa-

tion of new readers' groups in libraries, execution

of the guiding role of the educator provided that

school-children are granted independence and have the

opportunity for the maximum development of their social

activities, complex use of book collections in the for-

mation of a many-sided personality.

The principles and the trends of educational

library work with children were developed by such pro-

minent Soviet pedagogues as Nadezhda Krupskaya and Anton

Makarenko. Present-day researobers creatively inter-

probate and further develop their conceptions. The

scientific workers of the Moscow and Leningrad faculties

of the institutes of culture (N. Zhitomirova, V, Voronets

and Serova) on the basis of research and summary of

library experience have written a textbook for higher

institutions called famAdance of ghildrenes Beading at

the Library" in which they classify different forms of

library activities for eaoh age group, and suggest the

moat rational forms and methods of the work with young

readers.

Cbildren's libraries in Moldavia are now working

out the principles of participation of the children's

library in the general educational complex. Some staff

members of the State Lenin Library and the State
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Saltykov-Shchedrin Library have selected from the mass

of the ohildren's literature books which are obligatory

for school reading and very soon this list of books will

be published. Many other children's libraries in the

national republics are engaged in similar work.

V. Razova, Professor of the Leningrad Institute of

Culture, has determined ways of developing in youngsters

the appreciation and understanding of poetry, of the

writers' creative style. 0. Khuze, a Leningrad libra-

rian, substantiated the necessity of making the children

understand more deeply the moral and aesthetic wealth

of the classics and recognise the stereotype while

reading. N. Novichkova, Professor)the the Chelyabinsk

Institute of Culture, exposed the role of the teacher

and the librarian in gimdunt, guiding the children in

their reading and the forms of their mutual work.

Scientific workers of the Institute of Art Educa-

tion of the USSR Academy of Sciences work fruitfully on

the following subjects, "Children and Youth Literature

in the Formation of Moral Ideals in Schoolohildron",

"Development of Artistic Taste in Schoolchildren",

"Imbibing a Sense of Humour in the 7-8-year olds on

the Example of Poetry ".

Extensive work is conducted in the field of com-

pilation and utilization of selected bibliography, in

giving consulting schoolchildren in their reading.

Some of the reasearch papers today dwell on the history
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71-and theory of the recommendatory bibliography children's

books, define the system of compiling bibliographio

lists for the children according to different age groups,

book genres, special features of bibliography and cata-

logization. In her book M. Gubanova, scientific worker

of the State Saltykov-Shchedrin Library, has scienti-

fleshly substantiated the fundamentals of the culture

of reading of pre-school children while the programme

of the optional course on the fundamentals in the culture

of reading of schoolchildren (seven and eight forms or

13-14-year-olds) is analysed in detail. The 2nd edi-

tion of the book on bibliography of children's litera-

ture intended for students of institutes of culture

compiled by Z. Zhivova, R. Bamm and 0. Levina has been

issued. It describes the achievements of our country

in the development of bibliography of children's lite-

rature. An impressive amount of work has already been

achieved in the field of the reading guidance of

children. Nevertheless much remains to be done in this

aspect: the development of the system of reading

guidance in each age group, typological determinai-ion

of readers, which will help to expose groups which

demand a special approach and methodology, completion

of work concerned with compiling lists of recommended

reading, examination of possioilities of expanding Ghe

scope of literature for youngsters by including books

for adults, re-examination of the programme or library
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activities in connection with the new study plan and

the syllabus introduced in schools.

The research methods developed in our country

stem from the aims of the research being conducted,

from the social, psychological and physiological

features of children under study. Usually a complex

of methods is used which helps to obtain the most

representative data. As an example I shall cite

methods which were used during the research on the

subject "Book reading in small towns".

1. questior.aire. Interviews in the school

"What to you read today?", queetionairee in the oleos

"How do you spend your day?", spontaneous questionnaires

conduced in the class includiag queaons "To vhat

qucAons would you like to receive exhaustive and

correct answers?", "What would you like to do if there

were no obstacles in your way?", "Would you rather go

to the cinema, listen to the radio or watch a TV

programme than read a book?", "If you prefer reading,

tell us why?", "What film have you seen lately, what

book have read lately?", "Whose opinion on books is

important to you?" Standaretized questionnaires, in

terviews of the parents of schoolchildren at places of

residence (special selection) in the curse of pedago

gical surveys of a family. Discussing at the parents'

meetings such subjects as "Your children and books",

talks with teachers, pioneer leaders, heads of
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out-of-school children amateur talent groups, workers

of children's and school libraries according to a

special scheme.

II. Analysis of readers' requests and cards.

III. Episodic analysis of book requests in book

shops and libraries; the reason for this demand.

IV. Analysis of the documentation.

Individual survey - composition on "How I spout my

day yesterday". Home assignment - "What books and ma-

gazines I have at home." The opinion about the book

gleaned with the help of a bookmark. Social survey -

records of talks and discussions on books. Pedagogic

documentation: plans and accounts on educational school

work, documentation of subject-field sections, oharaote-

ristios of pupils and at the school class as a whole.

Plans and accounts of the parents' school committees,

public school organisations. Documentation of libraries

and book selling organisations.

V. Analysis of the content and the character of

the newspaper, radio, cinema and TV information related

to book propaganda. Literary and pedagogical analysis

of literary works, collected as experimental materials

for work with children.

VI. Observation of the reactions of children during

book discussions, life conditions of schoolchildren

observed during pedagogical survey of the family.
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VII. Natural experiment. Organization of broad-

casts about new books over radio and television networks

with the subsequent questioning. Organization of broad-

casts about books over the school radio network with the

subsequent questioning. Organization of school film

matinees at local cinemas with the subsequent discussion

of a film or a book at the school and in the process of

individual talks with children. Discussions and talks

on books which help to reveal how a literary work is

apprehended and evaluated by children of various age

groups,

The material collected by the librarian and his

every-day work with children forms the basis for th

survey. These include quedionnaire files in which each

card bears the name of the book, the subject and questons

of interest to the readers, library cards which fix the

interests of a reader and the dynamics and his attitude

to the book he has read and, finally, the note of the

librarian. Normally readers' cards are kept at the

library for several years and make it possible to trace

the evolution of the reader's interests and the develop-

ment of his reading culture.

Observations of readers made by a librarian during

hook selection: their book stock orientation ability,

what books they select by themselves, whether they use

recommendatory bibliography, what places in a book draw

their attention during book discussions, and what are
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their emotions when the book is being read by the

librarian or during independent reading in the

reading-hall.

Readers' opinion about the books they road, their

drawings on the subject, compositions on the aubjeot

"The book I like", "Mat X would like to road in the

ouiiner" suggested by the teacher, talks of tho librarian

with tho readers when the former exchange hooka.

In many schools-children keep records of the

bouka they have read regardless of the source they rave

obtained then iron. Very often librarians kPep track

of their pedagogical 7ork which is of great value for

'.;bo resenrchors.

In libraries one can find a wealth of material

testifying to the fact that pedagogical work has yielded

good results and that certain methods of literature pro-

paganda wore highly effective. For instance information

can be obtained here about the nulAer of books issued

on the tlbject of a discussion held at the library-, what

books enjoyed po?ularity snd which were neglected.

Tho probles of studying and Ceter:Ainir3 book

stocks of chtld2en's librorier, aril the principles of

their orf>n zatznn are osely connected with the

cuidcnto of chil(::oo's readir.g. vur country annually

publishes about 2,500 book titles to children. The

library book stocA -heve groA ivimeaseiy. Ver; often

they run tu,? to 100,000 mi. 200,00 copies. -,?e are
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constantly studying the composition of the library

collections and tackling the problema of their organi-

zation. Research of this kind has been conducted

recently in ohildren'a librarian in the Byelorussian

Republic and io now taken up Ukrainian librarian, Au

a result standard oatalogues of children's literature

for rural and obildren'e libraries which include all

tho beut books neoessary for the extension of knowledge

of schoolchildren and for oduaation of ohildron of

various ago groups were published. However there aro

still many questions awaiting thoir oolutioni what

should the book stock of the children's libraries of

vorioua typo° - republics, regional, central Own,

district ooutain, book collections of the uecondory

and grammar school librarinul how mart/ copier, of one

book should there be, book circulation, whether to

adaare to the principle of comprehensive aoquisition

of book stocks in republic and regional children's li-

braries or the collections can be Lut relatively

ccaprehensive. Put whore to the borderline of this

"relativity" and how to understand the tore "rarely

damanded literature" as related to children's libra-

ries, how the wealth of books in the possession of

children and aohJol libraries can be put to good use.

It has been long acknowledged that Ulo results of

pedagogit.el influence on children's reading depends

greatly on the organisation of the library service,
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We are faced hare with two vital proLitmst organiza-

tion of state-wide system of library services for

young readers and determination of the principles of

centralization of all children's libraries,

At present research programmes have been drawn

up dealing with those problems. Local experiments

conducted in a number of republics would help to

establish the advantages and shoroomingo of a centra-

lized library service for childran'on the basis of

libraries for adults( or independently) on the basis

of the central children's library and to introduce into

practice the most satisfaotory4m1.

We have mentioned only cardinal directions of

scientific research in the field of library work with

children which are being conducted in our country. Bowe

have already born fruit, others are in the work stage

and or ore being mapped out,

One of the conditions for further research in this

field for tb improvement of the quality of soientifio

research and for attaining better results is, to our

alnd, co-ordination of efforts of the library associa-

tions of various countries, syst,,aatie exchange of In-

formation, programmes and the results of t;he work and

experiments.

ate think it would t) a good and effective idea for

the secretariat of the Dub-section with the ( Isistance

of the working group to draw up a perspective plan of

scientific research work for the period of 3 to 5 ',erre
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with due regard for the poseibilitiee and interests

of each country. Thus, for instance, Denmark could

undertake to determine book-stook standards for

ohildrenis libraries and their soientifio substantia-

tion' the Library Aesociation of England oould deter-

mine the system of the children's library eervioe and

the role of the book in the payohotherapy of lack

children, the Library Aesociation of the German

Democratic Republic could develop a syetem of biblio-

graphic aide for children of various ago groups; the

Soviet Union could define the role of book and reading

in the life of children in small tom', the place of

the library among other forms of mass media, eto.

The discussion of results of these and other

researoh works, giving them prominence in the inter-

national prese or in the press !in various countries,

the exchange of soientifio workers for practical par-

tioip(Aon in the research ar,4:ivities would oonsiderably

speed up the researoh process, out down the time

required for (tom and allow to obtain authentic data,

*nhanot the tole of the book end the library in

educiting and upbringing children and youth.


